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Describe the main goal(s) of this program. (15pts)

Chapter Budget Management During Covid 

Goals: 
1. Maintain the relevancy of the organization to the membership 
2. Ensure the financial viability of the organization during the crisis 

Within the first month of the Covid-related shutdowns, our chapter board executive committee began convening on a
weekly basis with the chapter Executive Director to formulate plans on keeping the chapter relevant during this time of
uncertainty and to manage the financial position of the chapter. 

In addition to the obvious crisis management we were engaged in, the goal of this effort was simple - ensure the
financial viability of the organization, avoid staff layoffs, and remain relevant to our membership.
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Define the strategies used to attain your goal(s). (15pts)

1. Remain Relevant to the Membership: We immediately made the decision not to cancel the majority of chapter
programs that were on the calendar after mid-March when the shut downs happened in PA and NJ. Of the 30+ events
that remained on the calendar after March 15, 2020, including the chapter trade show, we only canceled three events
that we felt did not translate well to the virtual setting. Many events were postponed and re-scheduled, and all events
were eventually moved to a virtual format, except for three events that we were able to host outdoors, including a
summer networking event at a zoo, our golf tournament, and our Annual Meeting / Awards event which was held as a
hybrid drive in event. We also added a small handful of new, virtual events that were meant to address the crisis.  

2. Preserve Revenue: We began an outreach effort to event sponsors to convince them to continue to support our
events as a sponsor, so that they would continue to be visible to the membership. For events that were canceled, we
offered alternative sponsorships and advertising in order to limit the amount of refunds or deferred revenue. Events
that were new and directed at addressing the pandemic helped create new sources of revenue. In addition, after
some strong debate on the subject, we opted to continue to charge attendance fees for most events based on the
theory that our events offered valuable content to members, and we should not give that content away for free, which
would have the effect of devaluing that content. We did re-structure registration fees to take into consideration the
reduced expenses from hosting events virtually. We did host a small number of free events, but for the most part, we
continued to charge registration fees. 

3. Cut Expenses: We instituted budget cuts in any area that did not impact the functioning of the organization. For
example, staff travel, professional development, board retreat funds, advertising, staff bonuses, etc. In addition, the
conversion of most events to virtual meant we could also cut food and beverage and meeting room rental expenses.
The cost of adding virtual platforms for our events (primarily zoom) did not come close to the amount of expenses we
were able to cut in food/bev and meeting space rental.

Development & Implementation: 45 Points 

 

In the next 3 sections, describe how the program was organized and

executed within the areas of budget and marketing.

Budget Development (5pts)

There was no budget for this program, except for the chapter budget adopted by the board in the Fall of 2019. 

The driving factor behind this entire effort was an alternative budget that staff presented to the board in April that
assumed the cancelation of the chapter trade show, and pandemic impacts on other chapter programs that estimated
a 28% reduction in budgeted revenue for the year and a 41% reduction in budgeted program expenses for the year.
Combined with a much smaller cut in operating expenses, the alternate budget reflected a deficit for the year of nearly
$81,000, representing 46% of chapter reserve funds. This likely would have necessitated staff cuts. The alternate
budget drove this entire effort to remain relevant to the membership, preserve revenue, minimize refunds, and cut
expenses where possible.

What marketing techniques were used? (10pts)

The only marketing involved with this effort was one to one outreach to sponsors to convince them to remain involved,
participate in virtual events, re-direct sponsorships from canceled events to other chapter programs, and to participate
in the chapter's trade show which was rescheduled from May, to July and, eventually, converted to a virtual event in
September. The effort involved chapter staff, chapter board members and members of the chapter business partners
council conducting one to one outreach via email and phone.



Who was your target audience? (10pts)

The target audience was the entire membership. One of the stated goals was to remain relevant to the membership
during a time when gathering at in-person events was not possible. In addition to hosting virtual events in order to be
able to provide networking and continuing education opportunities to members, we created a Coronavirus resources
page on the chapter website to provide additional information and resources to the membership. The page was the
sixth most visited page on our website during the first three months of the pandemic shutdown from March to June,
2020.

Describe in detail how your program was implemented. Include deadlines,

responsibilities and the implementation process. (20pts)

1. Remain Relevant 

Chapter Website: 
Staff, working with sponsors and volunteer committees, created the Coronavirus Resources webpage on the chapter
website and updated it with new content on a regular basis. We also changed the content of some blog posts and
podcasts to address coronavirus related topics. While there are many reasons for it, content being one of them, our
website traffic hit record levels in 2020. 

Events: 
Staff, working with various volunteer committees, rescheduled some events that were coming up in the near term.
Events that were further out were maintained on the original program dates, for the most part. All of the re-scheduling
and event postponements, reaching out to venues that had already been booked to solicit refunds or reschedule
bookings for future years, and setting up a structure for virtual events took place in April and May, as we had events
on the calendar that were quickly approaching. Maintaining the original calendar for most dates that came after the
initial, sudden shut down was important to maintaining some semblance or order and normalcy in the chapter. We
also had to reach out to all speakers to re-confirm they would still present their topics and assist them in learning how
to use Zoom. While we did preserve most original topics and speakers, we also worked in some Coronavirus-related
topics to address the significant need for information on this topic among the membership. 

The chapter already had a Zoom meetings subscription so that was the virtual platform we quickly settled on for
almost all virtual events. We did purchase a Zoom webinar subscription for educational programs that carried
continuing education credits for managers because of the attendee reports available in Zoom webinar. Staff also
developed standardized virtual event sponsor benefits including the ability to play a sponsor commercial at the start of
most programs and to have a sponsor flyer posted to the event landing page on the chapter website. We also
developed a standard play by play/ script for all virtual events that helped guide staff and presenters on how to
navigate Zoom. In some cases, we were able to use Zoom breakout rooms for sponsor speed dating. Staff, working
with our volunteer committees, created new virtual events, including members-only Virtual Coffee Chats in the
morning that were scheduled by member type (Managers, Homeowner Leaders and Business Partners.) A business
partner immediately purchased the Coffee Chat series sponsorship, creating new revenue for the chapter. The coffee
chats enabled small groups of members to meet virtually, share information and best practices, network, and maintain
connections that were so important with the loss of in person events. We continued to schedule these coffee chats
into 2021. Initially, we saw very strong attendance at virtual events held through September of 2020, with attendance
trending downward towards the end of the year. Zoom fatigue is real. 

2. Preserve Revenue 
Staff, chapter board members and the chapter Business Partners Council and Annual Conference & Expo Committee
created an Outreach Task Force that conducted one to one outreach to all business partner members of the chapter
to just check in during the pandemic. Part of the outreach was to maintain connections and find out how business
partners were doing during a very difficult and stressful time. The other part of the outreach, that came later, was to
convince 137 exhibitors already signed up for the chapter trade show, and all event sponsors not to cancel on virtual
events and to maintain their membership. This effort was most pronounced with regards to the chapter's trade show,
which was originally scheduled in May, 2020 and which was postponed in April, to July, 2020. Immediately, we lost 16
exhibitors due to the postponement. In May, staff convinced the Executive Committee that the chapter had to host the
chapter trade show, in one form or another, in order to avoid the loss of exhibitor, sponsor, advertising and registration
revenue from the event ($242k total), and to avoid the most severe budget impacts from the pandemic. Staff prepared



a plan and a budget for a virtual trade show based on use of an existing technology vendor that was already in place
for the sale of exhibit booths and the online floor plan, and which had recently launched a new virtual event platform.
This was simply a stroke of luck that we had this pre-existing relationship. The full board was presented with the plan
in mid-June, and approved the plan for a September virtual event. That set in motion an intense effort to convince the
121 remaining exhibitors to stick with the virtual event and not cancel, or defer their exhibit booth / sponsorship to
2021.  

3. Cut Expenses 
This primarily fell to chapter staff and the chapter executive director. Event budgets were quite easy to cut since we
no longer required the use of meeting space and food/beverage. We cut all mailings for events and relied other
methods of communication, including email, text messaging and social media to promote chapter events. Refunds or
re-scheduling of venues was accomplished for every event contract that was in place for the year. Discretionary
spending in the operating budget was also cut in order to reduce expenses and staff and committees were notified of
the immediate and long term changes.

Results and Evaluation 25 Points 



Using specific examples, describe the methods used to determine the program's

success as it relates to your goal(s) (15pts)

Goals: 
1. Maintain the relevancy of the organization to the membership 

The methods to determine the success of this goal are more anecdotal than data driven, although there are some
data points we can look to for success. Of the nearly 40 events on the chapter calendar for 2020, two were canceled
in the Spring because holding those specific events virtually did not make sense, and two were canceled in November
due to poor attendance. Every other event, virtual and the three that were held in person, outdoors, between March
and December, 2020 was a success from a budget point of view (more on that below) and a member participation and
satisfaction point of view. Registration numbers were good, although mostly below what we anticipated for in person
events, and surveys from attendees were also very positive. Chapter website traffic hit record levels, indicating that
members were remaining active and engaged in the organization. In addition, during the chapter's effort to recruit
chapter premier partner sponsors for 2021, which took place between October and December, 2021, the vast majority
of chapter sponsors returned at the same level, and new ones signed up as well. Of the 58 chapter premier partners
from 2020, 9 did not return to a premier partner level in 2021, while we we able to recruit 6 new premier partners,
demonstrating a level of satisfaction and commitment to the chapter from our most involved business partner
members. 

2. Ensure the financial viability of the organization during the crisis 

This is the goal where we can more significantly demonstrate the success of this effort. 

Of 137 original exhibitors for the chapter's 2020 trade show, the chapter's outreach effort was successful in preserving
86 of the exhibitors, who committed to participating in the virtual trade show. In addition, the chapter was able to
preserve $53,000 of the $57,000 in sponsorships that had been previously sold for the event. Overall, the actual
revenue for this one event was $150,828 vs. the budgeted revenue of $242,000, and actual expenses for this one
event were $19,033 vs. budgeted expenses of $106,500.  

Overall, the chapter's efforts to maximize revenue and manage the budget in an extremely difficult year was a major
success, as noted below: 

Total Program Revenue Budgeted: $850,650 
Total Program Revenue Actual: $673,406 
Total Program Expense Budgeted: $364,450 
Total Program Expense Actual: $200,717 
Total Operating Expense Budgeted: $491,200 
Total Operating Expense Actual: $439,010 

When adding in other income, the chapter's net income for the year 2020 is in excess of $51,000, vs a budgeted net
income of $0. This is a significant change from the 2020 alternative budget prepared in April, 2020 for the board that
projected an approximate deficit of $81,000, and assumed the chapter trade show would not take place.

How can the program be improved to use for the future? (5pts)

To be honest I am not sure this question is relevant to this submission as the efforts we engaged in are likely a one
time effort. However, there were lessons learned that can and are being applied in the chapter. The outreach effort to
business partners proved to be very worthwhile and successful not only to the chapter's immediate needs, but to a
long term effort to cultivate engagement in the chapter, and to retain this class of member. We are expanding those
efforts with the creation of a Member Engagement Task Force to examine ways to increase engagement across all
member types with the assumption that a more engaged membership will be easier to retain as members in normal
and crisis times.



How did this bring overall value to the chapter? (5pts)

Most significantly, a potential $81,000 deficit that would have used nearly 50% of the chapter's financial reserves was
reversed into an approximately $50,000 (unaudited) surplus at the end of 2020. The effort to manage finances, retain
exhibitors and sponsors, engage members and continue to remain relevant to our membership in a time of intense
crisis by conducting routine as well as new programs accomplished all goals of this effort, and has put the chapter on
sound financial footing to continue to weather the ongoing effects of the pandemic, and to emerge from the crisis in a
strong position.

Supporting documents including flyers, postcards, pictures, videos etc. can be uploaded below. While they aren't
required for your submission we certainly encourage it.
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